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QUESTION 1

Your company has a warehouse that is classified as two different zones to enforce allocation and picking from only one
subinventory at a time. The business has a contract with a specific outbound logistics carrier to deliver all orders for a
particular customer zone or postal code. 

How do you release orders that are scheduled to be fulfilled from a particular subinventory and delivered through a
specific carrier? 

A. Define pick wave release rules specifying the shipment method and the subinventory on the Demand Selection
Criteria tab. 

B. Define a release sequence rule using the attribute as subinventory. 

C. Use a picking rule specifying the pickling order for the subinventory. 

D. Define pick wave release rules specifying the shipment method and pick from a subinventory under the Options tab. 

E. Define a release sequence rule using the attribute as shipment priority. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The order manager in your company likes to monitor order delivery commitments in real time for customers. 

Identify the Order Management Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) dashboard that can be used to get all
possible root causes for orders that are not fulfilled on time. 

A. Fulfillment line in Jeopardy 

B. Orders on Backorder 

C. Orders on Past Due 

D. Orders in Jeopardy 

E. Orders on Hold 

Correct Answer: C 

Orders in jeopardy ?Details ?The Fulfillment Lines in Jeopardy Analysis shows the number of fulfillment lines that are in
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jeopardy, using a bar for each jeopardy priority that you have defined. For example, a range can indicate high, medium,
or low jeopardy priorities. You can click a range bar to drill down to the Manage Fulfillment Lines page, which displays a
list of fulfillment lines restricted to the exception type that corresponds to that range, as indicated by an icon in the
Exception Type column. Orders on Past Due ?Details and allows filtering based upon : Year Inventory Organization
Name Item Name Business Unit Name Bill-to Customer Name Ship-to Customer Name So Past due seems to give root
cause details while Jeopardy gives ranges 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to perform Internal Material Transfer across Business Units and want to capture internal margin as part of
revenue for the selling Business Unit. 

Which mandatory task would you perform for this requirement? 

A. Configure Oracle Fusion Global Order Promising 

B. Manage Consumption Rules 

C. Manage Supply Execution Documentation Creation Rules 

D. Manage Supply Chain Financial Orchestration Transfer Pricing Rules 

E. Manage Supply Order Defaulting and Enrichment Rules 

Correct Answer: D 

Sourcing tools enable you to manually create internal material transfer requisition lines in Self Service Procurement and
create supply requests from the Manage Item Quantity page. These sourcing tools provide a default source organization
and allow access to source organization rankings and available to promise quantities. Oracle Fusion Supply Chain
Orchestration works with Oracle Fusion Global Order Promising and Oracle Fusion Inventory Management to identify
the source organization rankings based on pre-established rules. 

 

QUESTION 4

In a Cloud Order Management implementation, a customer has order capture and fulfillment systems located across the
globe. The customer would like to ensure that the time zone is reflected in each transaction based on the location of the
entity. 

What step is required in order to achieve this business requirement? 

A. Select the time zone when importing a transaction to the Order Management System. 

B. Select the time zone in user preferences when entering a transaction. 

C. Select the time zone by using the profile option in the Functional Setup Manager, 

D. Select the time zone during the configuration of the Source system. 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/farel8/common/OAIMP/F1114493AN29A3B.htm 
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QUESTION 5

Your customer is concerned about not having access to schedule orders and check availability when the Global Order
Promising server is down. Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Affected orders can be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

B. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on supply chain availability search until the server or
backup server can be restarted. 

C. Global Order Promising cannot continue promising orders, but the server or backup server is usually restarted
quickly. 

D. Affected orders cannot be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

E. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on lead-time availability until the server or backup server
can be restarted. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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